tions' and felt the first five were dead right. I didn't know about the
others. It seemed these five were equally sound applied to human be-
haviour. And they were. I got a packet of onion skin, a delicate, strong,
smooth tracing paper and traced the multifold designs. I traced evenings
and Sunday mornings until the packet of one hundred sheets was gone
and I needed exercise to straighten up from this application.
I had been eager to learn to box while at the University and had prac-
tised a little with Jimmie Kerr who had a similar ambition. One of the
items that rolled over the dusty boulevard when, moving, I upset the
barrow and Dick and myself, was a set of boxing gloves. I used to put on
the gloves with Harry Waterman. And I used to walk sometimes nearly
forty blocks downtown to work. A number of times, out of carfare, I had
walked the whole distance.
A PRETTY GIRL IN PINK
Study classes at All Souls were busy with Yictor Hugo's Les Miserables
under the guidance of the Pastor. Students were to complete this study
with a costume party, characters of the tale appearing as Victor Hugo de-
signed them. The affair was to be a sweeping one, music, dancing and a
supper. Therefore a large hall was hired somewhere near. I wasn't a
regular member of the classes, but 'Enjolras,' young French officer, fell
to my lot. My r61e was simple, so they said. All I needed was a pair of high-
heeled shiny black boots coming above the knee, clanking spurs, not to
mention white, tight trousers, scarlet military jacket with stiff collar, gold
braid and epaulettes. And I would need a small red cap on my head. And
should have hanging alongside on a leather harness, a sword 11 don't know
where I got all the things—some costumer's, I suppose. They were prob-
ably as correct as Victor Hugo himself sometimes wasn't. Cecil helped
the great work on. When I was dressed and ready he said, 'Maybe not
anything like *'Enjolras", Frank, but certainly something to look at.'
I pulled out the sword, stuck it point down on the floor and made a leg.
'You'll do,' he said. 'I almost wish I had agreed to come when your uncle
invited me.'
'Come on anyway!' I begged. But he wouldn't. So putting on my over-
coat capewise, I buttoned it, sleeves hanging, to put the glory out. Hold-
ing the sword by my side I walked down the boulevard to the hall, late,
not to be conspicuous.
The scene, after I had stowed my coat and opened the door to the hall,
was really brilliant. There they were—happy misdrdbles all of them.
But my plan had worked out wrong, for corning late I was conspicuous.
The first dance over, the characters were standing around the sides of the
large room regarding that large central area as I came upon it—an empty
dancing floor! Many groups of prettily dressed French peasant girls and
young yokels were standing about. Marat I saw, terrible as he needed to
be, and perhaps wasn't. The best character there, seen at a glance, was my
Aimt Susan, the preacher's wife as the Abbe. Suddenly a group of lasses in
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